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Abstract

As technology has made a massive amount of information available about deceased 
persons, there have been a great number of studies about how to integrate digital data 
into mourning practices and how to utilise technology for bringing new perspectives 
to memorial design. Some studies suggest that there is a gap between digital and 
traditional memorialising practices. Attempts have been made to remove this gap 
by utilising holographic and RFID readers, wireless sensors, and other various 
means. However, these technologies are not currently as widely adapted in our daily 
life as web technology. The final concepts of this study rely only on existing web 
technologies to build a digital memorial service that has the potential to be widely 
used and to bridge the gap between digital and physical worlds. As different mourning 
patterns exist in different cultures, the cultural differences—in addition to the 
differences in available technologies—should be taken into account when designing a 
digital memorial service. The Finnish population provides a suitably compact target 
group to narrow the scope for this study, which is in part cultural. In addition, the 
concept provided in this thesis documents the life stories of the deceased in order to 
meet their needs of being remembered after death. Therefore, the objective of this 
study is to provide a digital memorial concept that bridges the gap between digital and 
physical worlds, while at the same time documenting the life stories of the deceased by 
utilising web technologies for a specific culture, namely Finnish culture.

The proposed concept is based on user surveys, semi-structured interviews, and 

a literature study. In the early stage, two visual concepts were created for a digital 
memorial in Finland. At the end of their development, the two concepts were 
evaluated by Finns and the preferred concept was selected. Hopefully, the concepts 
provided in this thesis will inspire future digital mourning practices.
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Abbreviations and terms
3D: three-dimensional

API: application programming interface

SDK: software development kit

SNS: social network system

UI: user interface

UX: user experience

VR: virtual reality

CTA: call to action. A design that prompts users to react immediately.

Digital memorial service: a web service that friends and family can gather the 
memories of a departed one, show their attendance and leave their condolence.

Funeral agency: a company in charge of funeral arrangements.

Funeral: a ceremony connected to burial or cremation that requires attendant 
observances.

Grieving process: a process that a griever adapts to a new life after losing a significant 
person in their life.

HRTF: head-related transfer function. A technique of sound filtering that imitates how 
human ears receive sound information from a certain point in space.

Obituary: an announcement that reports the recent death of a person, published in a 
newspaper.

Pain point: a perceived problem or need in business or marketing from the 
perspective of the customer.
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Thesis introduction

1

Death ends a life—it does not necessarily end a relationship (Anderson, 1974). Instead, 
people grieve and mourn their loved ones and build connections even after the end of 
one’s life (Brubaker & Hayes, 2011). Grieving or mourning is impossible to be ‘solved’ 
(Massimi & Baecker, 2011); it is not a problem in need of a quick solution, but a 
‘dynamic process, in which bereaved people move between the two orientations [loss-
oriented and restoration-oriented] of coping’ (Stroebe & Schut, 1998). As time passes, 
grievers will move on and continue to live their lives (Brubaker & Hayes, 2011, p. 127). 
Although some elderly people regard digital mourning services as disrespectful to their 
loved ones (Geismar, 2010), many people are brought together by digital technology 
when sharing a loss (Haverinen, 2014).

Technology has caused a massive influx of available information concerning deceased 
persons (Massimi & Charise, 2009). While the emotion of grieving is the same, the 
way of coping with grieving has changed (Haverinen, 2014). In order to carefully 
utilise and pleasantly display the digital data, many studies and design experiments 
have taken place. For example, by connecting to a social network system (SNS), digital 
memorial installations can gather information about the deceased (Chaudhari et al., 
2016; Kim et al., 2011; Fuentes et al., 2016).

A need for documenting the life stories of the deceased

The existing massive data empowers the life stories’ documentation of the decreased, 
serving two purposes. Firstly, people want to be remembered. Reilly (2014), an 
emergency medical technician in New York, suggests that one of the most common 
wishes before an individual passes away is to be immortal within the heart and 
thoughts of their love ones. Secondly, people wish to remember their family history. 
As the internet is widely used, there is an increasing trend of discovering family 
history (Jensen & Shanahan, 2010, p. 1901). People want to document their family 
history in order to develop their core identities, connecting to their ancestors and 
future generations (Coleman, 2014; Ancestry.com, n.d.). Therefore, documenting the 
stories of family members is a responsibility to our ancestors and to future humankind 
(ibid.).

Utilise web technology to bridge digital and physical gaps

Even though there is a need to document the life stories of the deceased in this 
digital world, some studies suggest that there is a gap between digital and traditional 
memorialising practices (Chaudhari et al., 2016, p. 399; Petrelli et al., 2008, p. 60). 
Attempts have been made to remove this gap by utilising holograph, RFID readers, 
wireless sensors, etc. (Kim et al., 2011; Frohlich & Fennell, 2007; Cosley et al., 2011, 
p. 58; Oh & Gomes, 2012). For instance, Nunes (2008) built a system to connect 
objects on a screen to their related digital photographs. By touching the object, the 
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relevant photographs will be displayed. Similarly, Frohlich & Murphy (2000) created 
a memory box that will tell a story about an object when it is touched. Moreover, Kim 
et al. (2011) designed a Mourning Tree that is displayed by holographic technology 
in order to close the gap between traditional mourning and cyber mourning. The 
digital mourning designs are inspiring; however, currently these technologies are 
not as widely adapted in our daily life as web technology. The concepts provided in 
this study utilise a common technology—web technology, which is selected for two 
reasons. Firstly, 88% of Finnish residents use the internet. Even among those aged 
65–74, 74% use the internet. Of Finns aged 75–89, 31% utilise the internet (Tarkoma, 
2016). Secondly, more than half of the world population have access to the internet 
(Internetworldstats. com, 2018), creating the potential for these practices to be 
popularised in other cultures. Therefore, in my created concept, web technology 
(which is already widely used), is able to bridge the gap between digital and physical 
mourning practices.

Take culture into consideration

Technology brings dramatic changes to mourning practices. However, the 
technological perspective is not the only one we should consider in digital memorials. 
As different mourning patterns exist in different cultures (Stroebe & Schut, 1998; 
Lalande & Bonanno 2006), these cultural differences, in addition to the differences 
in available technologies, should be taken into account when designing a digital 
memorial service (Irani, 2010). The Finnish population provides a suitably compact 
target group to narrow the scope for this partially cultural study.

Based on the reasons mentioned above, the scope of this thesis includes understanding 
Finnish mourning culture and provides a concept for the digital memorialisation 
of the documented life stories of the deceased based on their culture. Because of 
the limited resources and time, usability tests, technology assessment and physical 
implementation are not included in the scope. The objective of this study is, 

therefore, to provide a digital memorial concept that tries to bridge the gap 

between the digital and physical worlds, while at the same time documenting 

the life stories of the deceased utilising the web technologies for a specific 

culture, namely Finnish.

The proposed concept is based on user surveys, literatures studies, semi-structured 
interviews—including four expert interviews (EDesignkit.org, 2015)—and one cultural 
interview. In the expert interviews, the experts are designers that have been involved 
in concept design for different Finnish digital memorials. Two of them jointly 
interviewed approximately 40 Finns in Helsinki and Tampere as a pre-study for their 
projects. They summarised their insights from their pre-study interviews, providing 

me with additional information about Finnish mourning culture. In order to better 
understand details concerning Finnish mourning culture, I also interviewed a 63-year-
old woman who had experience in arranging a funeral. During this interview, she 
described her to-do list after a loved one passed away, such as arranging the funeral in 
detail. As I come from a totally different culture, in order to collect Finns’s knowledge 
of their mourning culture, I use semi- structured interviews to dig into their memory 
‘chunks’ (Wood, 1997). Based on these semi- structured interviews and literatures 
studies, I summarised some ‘pain points’ and devised nine areas of opportunity for 
Finnish memorial design, further helping me to generate two digital mourning 
concepts. The two concepts were further developed with six idea cards, which were 
also based on interviews and the literatures studies. Then, I evaluated the two concepts 
with online Finnish users, and the preferred one was selected. This paper aims at 
providing an example of designing a culturally-related topic in an unfamiliar culture 
for designers. In addition, my hope is that the concepts provided in this thesis might 
inspire future digital mourning practices.

In Chapter 1, I review the literature related to digital mourning and present my 
methodology. In Chapter 2 (‘Mourning in Finland’), I investigate the current Finnish 
mourning culture by discussing the semi-structured interviews I conducted, as well 
as benchmarking the existing digital memorial services in Finland. The interviews 
help me to map the journey of Finnish family members who take care of organising 
a loved one’s funeral, while the benchmarking supports the understanding of the 
best performing players in the Finnish digital mourning market. In Chapter 3 (‘User 
research’), I summarise five pain points and seven questions for designing Finnish 
digital memorials based on the expert interviews. The questions remind me what 
should be considered in the concept. In Chapter 4 (‘Conceptualisation’), I present 
two of my previous projects that inspired me to research digital mourning, and 
document the concept phase including the service workflow and design guidelines. 
Finally, the end result—two concepts I created for Finnish digital memorialising—are 
demonstrated. In Chapter 5 (‘Evaluating’), I create an online survey to learn Finns’ 
interest levels regarding my two concepts. Based on the survey, a preferred concept is 
selected. In Chapter 6 (‘Reflections, conclusions, and open discussion’), I discuss the 
limitations of the project and next steps, in addition to providing a summary of the 
findings.
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Mourning in Finland

2

Mapping the grieving process in Finland
Niemi, a sixty-two-year-old Finnish woman who lost her father some years ago, 
shared her mourning process in an interview. In the interview, she explained how 
Finnish funerals are held and showed me some funeral-related items.

According to Niemi, the doctor is one of the key people involved when a person dies. 
They write a death certificate, subsequently informing the government about the 
death. Doctors also take care of correspondence, such as a notice to the authorities to 
stop pension payments. Today, most Finns die in a hospital, so the doctors are close by. 
Some Finns (such as Niemi’s father) die in a nursing home, in which case the funeral 
agency takes the individual first to the nearest hospital where the doctor will confirm 
the death. The process is different if a person dies at home, in that a police officer must 
come to the place of death. If the death occurs suddenly and it is impossible to define 
the cause, there will be an autopsy. For example, the husband of Niemi’s aunt died 
when he was sleeping and the doctors could not determine the reason, so a forensic 
analysis was performed on him.

Today, many people use a funeral agency when someone has died. The agency takes 
care of providing the coffin and transporting the body to the church or chapel where 
the funeral will take place. The body is usually kept in a cold room until the funeral. 
The agency can also take care of everything else. They can arrange the funeral, 
take care of the memorial event, and even sorting out the estate inventory (which 
entails clearing all the person’s property, money, and debts within three months 
for tax administration). Before taking any action, the agency will ask the relatives 
of the deceased how they wish to proceed. However, relatives can do many things 
themselves. When Niemi’s father died, they arranged the memorial event, ordered the 
food and coffee service, etc. The third party involved is the church. People who are 
members of the church are recorded in books called parish registers, which are kept by 
the church.

When a loved one has passed away, people used to send funeral invitations by mail 
(Figure 2), whereas now it is more common to send by mobile phone. Friends and 
family of the deceased who are unable to attend the funeral send condolence cards to 

In order to understand mourning in Finland, this chapter includes my collected 
information on the grieving process, Finnish mourning culture, and existing Finnish 
digital services. The information on the grieving process and Finnish mourning 
culture is gathered by semi-structured interviews, while the topic is studied through 
online research.
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show their grief and bereavement. Later, the cards are read in the funeral. In Niemi’s 
father’s funeral, she gave a speech in remembrance of him and all the funeral attendees 
sang songs. ‘One of [the songs] was my mother’s favourite song (Figure 2) and the 
other one was performed while the Titanic was sinking [i.e. according to the movie 
The Titanic (Cameron & Landau, 1997)].’ Niemi’s father was a church member. If 
Niemi’s father had not been a church member, the attendants might not have sung 
at the funeral. Then, the attendants stood around the coffin, placing yellow or white 
flowers on it. Six men carried the coffin from the church to the graveyard. According 
to the tradition, the two closest family members carry the coffin from the position 
nearest the head of the deceased. They also need to be the first ones out the door of the 
church.

Niemi showed her parents’ obituaries. She published the obituaries (Figure 2) after the 
funeral in order to thank the people who attended.

Now Niemi still visits her parents’ cemetery (Figure 2) at Easter or on her father’s 
birthday, leaving flowers and candles there. Christmas and All Saints’ Day are the time 
when many people light candles at cemeteries in Finland. Today, electronic candles are 
also used, as they last three to five months.
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Figure 2: Obituary (left), Niemi’s father’s grave (middle-top), an invitation letter to funeral 
(middle-bottom) and music that was sung in Niemi father’s funeral (right)
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Mourning styles in Finland

Private, lonely, and mysterious mourning culture

With the purpose of understanding the mourning culture in Finland, I conducted 
interviews with four Finnish designers who were involved in digital memorial 
projects. Among these four designers, service designer Maijala and Parhiala 
cooperated in Memorial Grove and conducted interviews with eight users to evaluate 
Memorial Grove (anonymised). Service designer Länsisalo and user experience/user 
interface (UI/UX) designer Tervo worked in Aeon (anonymised), another digital 
memorial service in Finland. In order to understand if Finns are willing to use digital 
memorial service, Länsisalo interviewed 30 Finns in 2015. Tervo designed Aeon 
based on Länsisalo’s interviews. During the interviews with these four designers, they 
shared their opinions and insights of their projects. In addition, they expressed their 
opinions on Finnish mourning culture.

In general, Finnish mourning culture is a private and lonely because Finns are 
generally rational and reserved. In Finnish culture, being sad can be considered 
as a sign of weakness. Therefore Finns try not to show emotion when it comes to 
mourning.

Grief is something that people feel lonely with. You are expected to get over the death 

soon. It is hard to remember the person together with somebody else. If two people know 

the same deceased, they can discuss face to face but it is difficult for them to share on 

social media. (Maijala, 2018)

Similarly, Länsisalo mentions how important privacy it is when talking about 
mourning in Finland:

People do not want to make it public. Three years ago, we wondered if Finns would 

be interested in buying toys or flowers online. Finns said it is a no-no. The Finns have 

strong dignity. They want to keep it beautiful and nice . . . In the [sic] middle Europe, the 

USA, the mourning culture is more open. They can share stories about losing a child and 

put song in the background. Finns will never do these publicly as in the middle Europe. 

(Länsisalo, 2018)

According to Länsisalo, Finnish mourning culture is very different from other 
countries’ mourning culture. It is in some ways not comparable to other Nordic 
countries. Finns do not plan their death beforehand like American; when death 
occurs, the first thing Finns might do is search on Google to learn about the things 
that need to be done.

If you do not have experience about someone pass away [sic], you would need all kinds of 

support. However, those services are quite opaque and sometimes maintain as a mystery. 

Most people might need to visit Google to know what to do. (Tervo, 2018)

Finns do not learn about how to deal with death until their close ones pass away. 
For instance, Lehtonen (2017), a service designer who had experience of attending 
funerals, suggests that ‘death is quite far away from us in Finland. It is not like the 
thing to celebrate for us. But something we try to keep it so far so we do not feel 
sad about it’. Finns try to keep themselves away from death so they are not feeling 
emotional about it.

A friend of mine died when he was 15, I did visit his graveyard for a few times. Then I 

realised that their family didn’t expect flowers on his tomb. (Parhiala, 2018)

According to Parhiala, he suggests that Finns do not wish for others to mourn their 
loved ones, and he thinks that mourning culture scarcely exists in Finland. In addition, 
Tervo shared a similar opinion based on his experience of visiting funerals.

I have been in eight funerals. They all follow the same pattern. The services are normally 

in church. People talked about the deceased while having coffee and cake. The rest [of the] 

mourning activities are unorganised. The people might later talk about the deceased but 

it is more casual like in sauna. (Tervo, 2018)

Overall, one of the surprising findings is that Finns have no knowledge about the 
grieving process unless they have had to undergo the process themselves. Death is 
mysterious to Finns and they tend not to plan around it before it occurs. After death 
occurs, they try to hide their emotions about it. In general, mourning in Finland is 
private, personal, and lonely.

Obituary 

In Finland, publishing an obituary in a newspaper is an old but important tradition. 
The Finnish obituary contains a name, a date, a birth location, and a death location of 
the deceased, as well as various funeral trappings such as crosses, floral patterns, and 
birds (such as doves or swallows). Occasionally there might be the time and location 
of the funeral or a thank-you message for the funeral attendants. Grievers normally 
publish an obituary in the city of the deceased’s passing. If the deceased has travelled to 
different cities, grievers might publish obituaries in all the cities.

For the Finnish it is hard to call 30 people and tell them that somebody has passed away. 

So publishing an obituary is a good way to tell about the sad news. Many people have 

lived in several different places for their lifetime. They might publish obituaries in 2–3 
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different places. It is the way to share information with their secondary relatives. (Tervo, 

2018)

Publishing an obituary remains from the inconvenience of public transportation in 
days gone by. Hence, publishing obituaries in a newspaper is a relatively easy way to 
announce the time of the funeral or to thank the guests for attending the funeral. The 
tradition continues until today, even though the public transportation has improved 
immeasurably.

The death advertisement concept itself has seemed from different ways. For some people, 

it is a Finnish tradition. For some people, it is a grief process. For the others, it is to let 

other people to know that this people has died. The different cases make it difficult for a 

service designer to create a concept, as we need one main user case to ideate the service. 

But for this, the user cases are so different. Some people think it is an old world thing 

and no longer meaningful. (Parhiala, 2018)

Some interviewees thought that this tradition continues out of peer pressure. Maijala 
said that the ‘obituary is a pretty old-school thing. It is done mostly because of social 
pressure’. Tradition-keepers could not provide a clear reason why they were keeping 
it.

In Finnish culture, obituaries are strongly tied to the mourning. People want to have it. 

There is not a clear reason why they want to have it but it is a tradition. For them, it is 

so expensive on print. They are fine with digital formats. (Länsisalo, 2018)

As important and common it is, an obituary is quite expensive in Finland. As shown 
in Figure 3, publishing an obituary in Helsingin Sanomat costs 409.70–1055.49 
€ (Ilmoita.hs.fi, n.d.), while in Aamulehti it costs anywhere from 51–1183.6 € 
(Aamulehden kuolinilmoitushinnat 2017, 2017). The expensive price brings stress to 
grievers.

Some people found it frustrated [sic] when working on the death advertisement [i.e. 

obituary]. There are two sizes of death advertisements. Some find the small one is too 

small to fit a poem inside but the big one is too expensive. Those emotional moments 

make them feel bad and we do not want to put people in this situation . . . Some religious 

families take death advertisements as important. For some people, they have a habit to 

look into the death advertisement just for fun or curiosity. (Parhiala, 2018)

While I talked with funeral agency people, customers feel bad that it is so expensive. 

They feel bad if they do not publish death advertisements. That it is too much for the 

people who live with their pension. (Länsisalo, 2018)

Because of the expensive printed obituary, digital obituaries have become more 
acceptable. Most are willing to pay for a digital memorial service that includes a digital 
obituary:

Finns would pay something for digital mourning service, but just one time payment. The 

price for a printed death advertisement can be 500 €. The acceptable payment for digital 

mourning service should be much lower, such as 75 €. (Länsisalo, 2018)

People are willing to pay something for the service. They regard it as an online shop. 

They feel it will cost less than in real life. A small addition fee is alright. (Tervo, 2018)

For the purchase way, they prefer to have this separately instead of buying with the 

obituary. The interviewees feel fine to pay the service and they think that is the thing 

should be today. Overall they are quite positive toward digital service. (Maijala, 2018)

Overall, people are willing to pay a smaller amount of money for purchasing a 
digital memorial service. The digital memorial service should include an obituary, as 
obituaries are important regardless of whether they are online or in print.

05/04/2018 Aamulehti kuolinilmoitukset – Hinnasto 2017

https://en.calameo.com/read/0040096189ec5d9b4a1c1?authid=51ti8MXBggc9 1/1

Figure 3: Obituary price in Helsingin Sanomat (left) and in Aamulehti (right)
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Nature

Nature plays an important role in Finn’s daily life. Finland has 70% forest, and it 
is the most forested country in Europe (thisisFINLAND, 2011). In addition, there 
are 188,000 lakes in Finland (VisitFinland.com, 2018). Finns participate in a lot of 
activities related to nature, such as swimming in a lake, picking berries in the forest, or 
hiking. The designers mentioned that nature themes are suitable for digital memorials, 
either from their own experience or the interviews they conducted:

I like the theme of the Finnish nature design. When we go to the funeral, we pick some 

place in the middle of the forest. It gives us feeling of peace inside. The sky and stars can 

be avoided since it is too religious. Maybe also no animals. (Lehtonen, 2017)

Figure 4: Background picture selection on Ikuisuus.fi (top) and 
demonstration screenshot from Memorial Grove (bottom)

The icon is like a book from a memory and birth of something new. While going 

through the theme with different age groups, we found that nature is good among all 

groups. Therefore, we offer different nature colour themes in the service. (Tervo, 2018)

Parhiala and Maijala conducted eight interviews together in order to receive users’ 
feedback on the visual design and workflow of Memorial Grove. The visual design 
for Memorial Grove is based on Finnish nature. Six interviewees commented on the 
visual design, and five of them thought the nature theme fits the subject of mourning 
because ‘it looks serene and calm’. It seems that nature is a proper theme to apply in 
digital memorial design in Finland.

New trend in mourning

Finnish mourning culture is now changing thanks to Facebook, as mentioned by 
Parhiala and Maijala. People are more open to show their grief and bereavement in 
social media platforms, as mentioned by Maijala:

But I think it is changing thanks for the new generation. For instance, in Facebook, 

people share their bereavement and deceased’s pictures and put ‘I miss you’ when their 

friends have passed away. Back in the days, somebody dies, they die. It is not ok to say 

out loud if you miss someone. (Maijala, 2018)

Finnish mourning culture become more open not only in terms of their expression 
about bereavement but also their acceptance of digital mourning. Twenty interviewees 
from Tervo and eight from Maijala have a high acceptance of digital mourning 
services, and they are also quite willing to pay for the service. In short, Finnish 
mourning culture is generally reserved and rational, though it is also currently starting 
to allow more openness and digital means.

Figure 5: Facebook Memorialised accounts information (Facebook.com, 2018)
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Digital mourning practices in Finland

There are two kinds of digital memorials in the Finnish market according to its design 
style. One kind is traditional 2D website design based on grids such as Ikuisuus.
fi (Ikuisuus.fi, 2016) and Mistory (www.Mistory.fi, 2011). The other kind creates a 
three-dimension (3D) cemetery in the virtual world, such as Will Remember You 
(Anon., 2013). The mentioned services are shown in the first two result pages after 
searching by Finnish keyword ‘muistosivu’ (which translates to ‘memorial page’ in 
Finnish) on Google.

Ikuisuus.fi

Ikuisuus.fi was founded in 2016 by Alma Media 
Corporation, a media company serving the Nordic 
countries (en.wikipedia.org, 2018). In the traditional 
printed media, they provide obituary services that cost 
51–1183.60 € (Aamulehden kuolinilmoitushinnat 
2017, 2017). From January 2016, people who publish 
obituaries in Alma’s newspaper can gain a digital 
memorial space for free. If users only create a digital 
memorial, the cost is 95 € as a one-time fee. As Alma 
stores past published obituaries in newspapers, they 
already have almost 1.3 thousand digital obituaries on 
Ikuisuus.

In the main page, the main call to action (CTA) is ‘create 
a memo page’. The lower part includes a search bar to 
search for digital memorials and a list of obituaries
arranged chronologically. By clicking on ‘create a memo page’, it leads users to create an 
obituary that includes choosing trappings, filling the information of the deceased, and 
information about the funeral. After creating an obituary, a user can upload a photo of the 
deceased and choose wallpaper based on nature pictures with different colour tones.

There are several key elements in a memorial page: for instance, a photo of the deceased 
and an obituary are displayed in the centre of the page. In addition, the grievers can upload 
photos about the deceased and post poems in honour of them.

There are two options in privacy settings—public and private. In order to visit a private 
memorial, visitors are obliged to log in. They can request invitations by providing their 
relationship to the deceased, name, email, and password. To reduce the login time, it

Figure 7: Homepage (left), memorial page (top-right), and pattern selection page 
(bottom-right) in Ikuisuus.fi

Figure 6: Information from Ikuisuus.fi 

is possible to log in by one click with Facebook for request invitations. To visit a public 
memorial, visitors are not required to log in. However, to add pictures, stories, or 
poems to the memorial page, login is still required.

In addition to the memorial pages, Ikuisuus.fi provides guidance on a checklist that 
people need to perform when loved one passed away (Ikuisuus.fi, 2018) and methods 
of undergoing the grieving process (Blog.Ikuisuus.fi, 2018).
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Mistory 

Mistory, found in 2015 by Mistory Oy, offers 
two types of memory pages: passive and active. 
A passive memorial does not cost anything, and 
includes a photo of the deceased, a short memo, 
and some basic information (the name of the 
deceased, birth day, etc.). An active memorial can 
be purchased for three months (14.90 €), one year 
(49 €), or indefinitely (98 €), and offers creators 
features of adding cemetery location and a place 
for visitors to leave text messages, photos, gifts, or 
candles. Most of the mourning activities are free 
except for sending a virtual gift such as flowers or 
toys. These virtual gifts cost 5 €.

The design themes used in Mistory are either Figure 8: Information about Mistory

nature or candle lights that create a peaceful and holy atmosphere. In addition, the lit 
candles in the memorial page imitate the movement of real candles, raising the user’s 
awareness of time and space (Hallnäs & Redström, 2001).

Figure 9: Homepage (top) and memorial page (bottom) in Mistory

In addition to honouring a specific deceased person, Memory Table, another service 
in Mistory, provides a platform where users can create a subject or an event that they 
would like to share.

In an existing subject, there only two things the visitors can perform—to light a candle 
or send a gift box after registering.

 Will Remember You

Will Remember You, founded in 2013 by 
Solace Media Ltd., provides a 30-day free trial 
of owning a memorial. After that, they offer the 
same service with a one-time payment of 86 € to 
continue the memorial indefinitely. In addition, 
users can purchase candles, flowers, toys, and 
heart boxes for 1–99 € for 30 to 360 days. When 
the gifts are purchased, charity organisations 
will receive part of the fee as donations, which 
will then be distributed amongst Finnish Red 
Cross Disaster Relief Fund, Save the Children, 
Environmental Protection, and Cancer and 
Mental Health.

In Will Remember You, there are two type 
Figure 10: Information about Will 
Remember You

of memorial pages: one is private and the memorials are hidden from the search 
result, and the other is public where any login users can visit, post photos, and leave 
comments. Typically, login is required before posting any comments and photos 
to prevent inappropriate content. If the register mechanism does not prevent 
inappropriate content, creators can report commentors to the service.

In the homepage of Will Remember You, there are two candles in a mild wind with a 
blurry nature background (Figure 11). The CTAs are four buttons on the left—‘create a 
memorial’, ‘visit a memorial’, ‘light a candle’, and ‘sign in’. To create a memorial, a user 
can customise a 3D memorial background and fill in the information of the deceased. 
The 3D backgrounds provided mostly contain nature and sunrises, but customisation 
is possible according to the user’s preference. After creating a memorial page, the user 
can leave messages, light candles, post photos, and leave poems. A user can ‘respect’ an 
activity done by others, which is similar to ‘like’ in many other social media platforms. 
Because of the 3D background design, a user can place a candle wherever they wish. 
After placing a candle, they can also leave a message, such as ‘I miss you’.
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In Will Remember You, a virtual valley is created to honour any events or people who 
do not have a memorial page. I tried to login and place a candle in the valley in order 
to experience how it feels to mourn a loved one. After I logged in, the service provided 
me with two free candles that I could use to memorialise my loved ones. By clicking on 
a candle, I moved it from nearby to far away. After placing the candle, I left a message 
for my aunt (who passed away last summer). Watching the candle flame moving in the 
wind with thousands of other candles, I was surprised by the mixed emotions brought 
about by this action. When I lit the candle and acknowledged my grief, I felt sad and 
peaceful, among other emotions that are somewhat specific to that of mourning.

To summarise, among these three services—Ikuisuus.fi, Mistory, and Will Remember 
You, the design theme, mechanism of preventing inappropriate content, and the 

service fee are quite similar.

From the design perspective, all of them use nature and candles as important elements 
in their design.

This proves the fact that nature plays an important role in Finns’ lives and is therefore 
a suitable element in a digital memorialising platform. Lighting candles is a common 
activity around All Saints’ Day and Christmas. Therefore, these two elements can also 
be used in the thesis concept.

All three services have certain mechanisms of preventing inappropriate content. 
For example, logins are required in all services before posting information. For Will 
Remember Me, the staff can remove certain content if it is reported as inappropriate. 
When creating the service workflow for this thesis project, I feel that my concept 
should also employ a mechanism to prevent inappropriate content.

All of the services provide an option of a one-time payment for ongoing use, with 
prices varying from 86–98 euros. This price range is in line with the interview result 
from Länsisalo (2018), and provides future reference for business viability.

The users are able to experience the service before registering or paying for the full 
service. In Ikuisuus.fi for instance, users can create a demo obituary before logging in. 
In Mistory, users can create a passive memory page for free. As digital memorialising 
services are still new to many people, letting them experience before committing to 
the website can lower the drop off rate.

Figure 11: Homepage (top) and light a candle (bottom) in Will Remember You
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User research

3 During the expert interviews, few questions regarding digital memorials’ performance 
are in my mind. They are listed below, and should be taken into consideration in my 
concept phase.

Question 1: How can the service mechanism prevent inappropriate content? 
Service designer Parhiala mentions that in Memorial Grove, moderators possess     
rights to remove inappropriate comments or memorials in case of misuse of the 
services. Parhiala stresses the importance of preventing inappropriate content  
especially in the topic of mourning. In Will Remember You, the service prevent  
inappropriate input by requiring people to log in with Facebook or Google before 
commenting on a memorial page. The creators of the memorials can remove an 
inappropriate message or report a person by contacting the service providers. Death 
is such a serious and heavy topic, it would be catastrophic if somebody made jokes on 
this topic. A proper threshold is necessary for digital memorial services.

Question 2: How can memories be gathered from known or unknown friends 

and families of the deceased to create a whole picture of his/her life? Service 
designer Maijala mentioned that one interviewee lost her husband, and she truly 
wished to possess all the memories of him from his family and friends to show to 
their small kids. Maijala also mentioned that it is difficult for loved ones to gather all 
memories, as they do not necessarily know all the friends of the deceased.

Based on the expert interviews, users encounter several pain points while using 
a memorial service in Finland. Firstly, the printed obituary price is generally too 
expensive for a pensioner. Secondly, Finns are concerned about about the privacy 
of the memorial page and inappropriate content, but at the same time would like to 
gather memories from unknown friends of the deceased. Thirdly, when the grievers 
contact memorial services, they are emotionally fragile. Because of this, an easy-to-use 
design would—to some extent—ease their pain. Fourthly, the monotonous memorial 
design could not depict the character of the deceased. Lastly, Finns are often not 
prepared for death before it occurs, and need help with collecting the information for 
funeral arrangements, funeral agencies, etc.

Pain points

Questions that need to be taken into 
considerations in concept phase
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If a wife’s husband would die, they might not know everyone of his friends and family. 

So they would have problems to find the people and collect the memory. In the funeral 

is not a suitable place for the grievers to hear the memory. They are too exhausted on 

dealing with banks, insurance... all kind of stuff. After 6 months, when the grievers are 

ready to gather the memory, the other people has passed the grief time. Then it would be 

a better time to collect the memories . . . In an interview, one lady lost her husband, they 

have two small kids. She created a memorial page in order to share with their kids. One 

other interviewee wishes all relatives to visit there and share the stories there. It will be 

documented there. Digital family trees might be nice. (Maijala, 2018)

The digital memorial service provides an easy way of searching for the memorial pages 
of the deceased so the users are able to collect memories from unknown friends more 
easily.

Question 3: Can the design provide death-related information as an online 

service? Finns often do not plan for their funeral beforehand; they normally research 
what to do after a death has occurred. As mentioned by Tervo, the existing memorial 
services are not visible enough, therefore Finns often undergo difficulty understanding 
what needs to be done.

There are only a few companies offering this service. It is surprising how the service 

is heavily involved in the whole process. The revenue is 175 million per year and it 

is a stable market since people die every year. If you do not have experience about 

someone pass away, you would need all kinds of support. However, those services are 

not quite transparent and sometimes maintain as a mystery. Most people might need to 

visit Google to know what to do. The memorial service is valuable that they take care 

everything for you also it costs a lot of money. I think it will be beneficial to have all 

information public and transparent. Therefore, in our service, we create an information 

bank so people can find all the information they want. (Tervo, 2018)

In Länsisalo’s interviews, it was clear that interviewees certainly want to possess 
information about what to do when a loved one passes away, tips about funeral 
essentials, a checklist that needs to be addressed, and an online service for ordering and 
arranging everything.

Question 4: What kind of payment models can be comfortably accepted by 

the users? The 40 interviewed users are willing to pay for digital memorial services. 
However, as the printed obituary is expensive, they wish to pay for the digital service 
separately.

For the purchase way, they prefer to have this separately instead of buying with the 

printed obituary. The interviewees feel fine to pay the service and they think that is the 

thing should be today. Overall they are quite positive toward digital service. (Maijala, 

2018)

As mentioned in the previous chapter, publishing an online obituary can cost from 
a few hundred to more than a thousand euros, bringing great stress to users both 
emotionally and economically. To decrease this stress, the payment model of the digital 
memorials should be affordable for the users. Länsisalo suggests that grievers are 
willing to pay a one-time payment that is lower than a printed obituary. An acceptable 
price is generally around 75 euros.

Question 5: Who is the service provider? A family archive holds great value within 
a family, and the family members tend to store it safely (Kirk & Sellen, 2010; Odom 
et al., 2012). A good service provider guarantees that a service will exist for a longer 
life period. Service designer Parhiala mentioned that Helsingin Sanomat, national 
museums, and churches are good service providers for digital memorials because of 
Finns’ perception of such institutions’ longevity.

You need to pay attention to the context or location of the service. Helsingin Sanomat is 

trusted by [the] Finnish and they believe that it will be a long run business. Therefore it 

adds the feeling and trust to its service. I do not think Will Remember You will work if 

people who behind it are businessmen. They do not have a background and connection to 

the memorial market, whereas Helsingin Sanomat has done it long ago. It makes sense 

that they continue to do it online. The new memory service is not about announcing the 

death message but more about sharing common memories. Even though it is different, 

it still connects to the newspaper death advertisement. In that sense, Helsingin Sanomat 

is a good service provider. The other company doesn’t have any background and related 

history. That might make the users feel empty and afraid they will run down their 

business. When I think about it, national museum or church might be great service 

providers too. (Parhiala, 2018)

Two weeks after the interview with Parhiala, Will Remember You announced to the 
public that they terminated their service due to a lack of paying customers (Weak, 
2018). A service provider with a background connected to a memorial market and 
trusted by the public can gather enough customers and therefore guarantee a service 
running for a longer time. A church, newspaper, company of the government, or 
national museum are good options as they might exist for a longer time (ibid.).

Question 6: How should storytelling be included in an easy way? In Länsisalo’s 
interview, the interviewees wish to include a history line in a digital memorial 
concerning grievers’ relationships with deceased. For instance, someone can insert 
in the history line: ‘I have known him/her since we were 15 years old. We met each 
other because we played basketball together’. In this case, the grievers can build up the 
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life story of the deceased, creating a more engaging and complete story (Spaulding & 
Faste, 2013).

Before working on the design, a couple of questions came to me: namely, are stories 
about the loved ones important, and are they willing to write them down and 
share these stories with friends and families? In order to find answers, I created a 
questionnaire called ‘Study about digital memorialising’ (Dai, 2018) and distributed it 
online to my colleagues and schoolmates. After one week, I had received 109 answers 
in total. The respondents are 21– 60 years old and come from all over the world (with 
approximately one third in Finland). Eighty-five respondents have had the experience 
of losing loved ones. Of the total 109, 73 respondents felt that they would like to 
share their memories with their family, and 12 of the 109 had at some time written 
obituaries or memorially-related stories (Table 1).

history between me and them, helps me to process, accept, and heal. (Online service, 19th 

March 2018)

In addition, Massimi & Baecker (2011, p. 1009) agree that we should support 
storytelling in the grieving process because it is a plentiful process for the griever 
which serves various intentions, such as reminiscing about the past and understanding 
the cause of death. In addition, help and support from the family and friends are often 
not sufficient during this time (ibid., p. 1009).

In this survey’s total, among the 75 who hadn’t written a story before, 15 thought they 
would write stories down, and 24 of them considered writing in the future. Twenty-
seven said they would not write, while nine of them were not certain.

My key findings from the survey are that: 
1. The stories between the deceased and the bereaved are important.
2. Writing is one way to share stories, although it consumes a lot of time and 

requires writing skill.
3. Talking with families is a natural way of sharing.

If we find a way to record stories easily, it might encourage grievers to record their 
stories with their loved ones and help them with the grieving process. In the memo 
design concepts, stories can not only be in text format, but also in the formats of video 
and audio, thus requiring less writing skills.

Question 7: Who create memorials, the deceased themselves or their family 

members? During the interviews, Tervo found that people with incurable diseases are 
often eager to document their life. In ‘Study about digital memorialising’ (Dai, 2018), 
more than four people mentioned that they would like to write their story in a first 
person narrative.

Maybe I should write my own story myself, so that my family could eventually 

reminiscence me through my personal perspective when I pass away. (Online service, 19th 

March 2018)

I would be more interested in [the] opportunity to have elderly grandmothers easily share 

their own story before they die, so they can tell their story themselves. (Online service, 

19th March 2018)

Since wanting to be remembered is a pattern common to those nearing death (Reilly, 
2014), a memorial might not only serve grievers, but also to the deceased themselves.

Table 1: How do you memorise your family members if you have related experience?

When asking why some respondents would not feel like writing down their stories, 
14 people responded that they had not thought about it before. Seven people felt 
conscious of their writing skills. Six people found the writing down of the stories 
weird or uncomfortable. Four wished to remain private and keep the memory in their 
own mind only. Four had not had enough time to do it. There are other reasons, such 
as not seeing it as important, it being too sad to write, not knowing who to share it 
with, or preferring to discuss the memories with others face-to-face, among other 
reasons.

Nevertheless, some respondents regard writing stories as a good way to release sorrow 
and grief.

Death is a very difficult and the rarest event in one’s life. People do not usually talk about 

it that much and processing it can be very, very difficult. I appreciate all the means to 

help accept the situation and go on with our lives. Writing stories might be something 

I could consider myself at some point. Thanks for the tip! (Online service, 19th March 

2018)

It takes time for me to process the reality that a close family member is gone forever. 

Especially when I wasn’t there when they passed away and had to miss their funeral as 

well due to the fact that I reside in a faraway land. Writing about them, or about the 
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Conceptualisation

4

Origin of the design projects
Concepts for Finnish digital memorialising were inspired by two projects: one, 
Memorial Grove, was a memorial service project that I worked on in September 2017 
when I was performing contract work for a Finnish newspaper; the other, Memo 

At the beginning of this chapter, I introduce two of my previous projects that have 
inspired me to investigate further into digital memorialisation. Then, I summarise 
the design guidelines based on the learnings in the research phase. Next, based on the 
Finnish grieving process presented in Chapter 2, I build a service workflow of how 
the digital memorial system would work by describing the features of this service in 
detail. Finally, based on the questions from the previous chapter, design guidelines, 
service workflow, and project objective, I generate two concepts—New Memo 
Planting and the Memo Museum.

Figure 12: Visual design of Memorial Grove
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Planting (Dai, 2015), was a museum installation I created in which users can generate 
a visual representation of their important life events.

Memorial Grove

Memorial Grove (Figure 12) provides families with a platform to share their 
memories of their loved ones in the form of poems, videos, static pictures, and 
animated GIFs. From the Memorial Grove project, I realised that the mourning 
experience can be digitalised. Compared with traditional bereavement ceremonies, 
the digital mourning service can be accessed wherever and whenever. In addition, 
grievers can use digital mourning to create multimedia content in order to honour and 
remember their loved ones. Due to my interest in combining memorial services and 
new technology, I decided to pursue this topic further in the form of this thesis topic.

Figure 13: Memo Planting website (left) and 
visualisation of people’s important life events 
(right)

Memo Planting

Memo Planting (Figure 13), while related to the first project, is mainly for other 
kinds of memories than for mourning a departed loved one. In October 2015, Aalto 
University arranged a New Media exhibition in Seoul, South Korea. The exhibition 
was called ‘When tiger was smoking a pipe’, which is the Korean equivalent to the 
fairytale opening sentence ‘once upon a time’. For the exhibition, I created Memo 
Planting as a web-based installation for users to visualise their important life events 

within the exhibition space.

Figure 13 shows the user interface of the Memo Planting website. The first view of the 
website describes what the website is about. Below that, the website requires users to 
fill in their age and select their important life events, such as study, marriage, or birth 
(among others). Those events can be added or removed by the users. After adding the 
essential events and clicking on the submit button, the system generates a tree graphic 
on a large screen. Users can enjoy the memo tree in the museum space and reflect 
on their own lives. The tree scene provides a background of clouds and falling snow, 
evoking a peaceful feeling. Moreover, the blurriness of the clouds also reminds us how 
easily memories can fade away.

Based on the learnings from literatures studies and expert interviews, I summarise five 
design guidelines that inspire and restrict my idea parameters.

Guideline 1: The design should be personalised and represent the deceased 

properly. Digitaalinen kuolinilmotus (2017) is a research that collects a user’s opinion 
on the process of publishing obituaries in Helsingin Sanomat. In this research, 
interviewees wish that the design of memorial pages can be highly customised and 
personalised for two reasons. Firstly, most obituary designs can induce a cold and sad 
feeling. However, death is not only related to cold, it can also be warm and hopeful. 
Secondly, a monotonous design does not always reflect the character of the deceased. 
Chaudhari et al. (2016, p. 401) also agree that personalisation is essential in digital 
mourning, since the grievers wish to ensure the character of the deceased is fully 
depicted. Similarly, in the interviews for Memorial Grove, three of nine interviewees 
express their wish of customising or updating the design themselves.

Guideline 2: The design should be easy to use. Tervo indicates that the users wish 
to have a customised design for the obituary. However, the users also suffer from grief 
and hence can be overwhelmed by an overly-complicated use flow.

The balance between the customisation and simple user experience is difficult to balance. 

People are keen on customised the obituary from a newspaper so they look different 

on each other. However, after the death of their loved ones, there are so much on their 

mind and we do not want to add obstacles on it. We end up giving options on the colour 

template and the background pictures. (Tervo, 2018)

Users are truly pained and sensitive after losing loved ones. Therefore, the design 

Design guidelines
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should not add more confusion (Norman 2013) or negative emotion to the users’ 
experience. Providing mindless choices (Steve 2000) and seamless guidance in design 
helps user to finish a memorial page successfully. In addition, the service needs to take 
elderly into consideration: they are not born in the digital world and are therefore not 
able to react to the digital service as quickly as younger generations.

Guideline 3: The design emphasises time and space in order to engage users. 

We should not only design for function and usability, but also for emphasising time 
and space, such as in ‘slow technology’—a technology that concentrates on raising the 
user’s presence, or awareness of time and space through their aesthetic experience of 
an artefact or artefacts (Hallnäs & Redström, 2001). For instance, in the Mourning 
Tree project (Kim et al. 2011), the tree leaves of the hologram installation will turn 
from green to red and ultimately disappear. Finally, the leaves will be replaced by 
the recent messages, implying seasonal changes and the passing of time. Similarly, in 
EmoTree (Fuentes et al. 2016), yellow leaves represent that a patient is not contacting 
their friends and family often enough. In Will Remember You, lighting a candle also 
emphasis the passage of time and provide a peaceful feeling. Apply this methodology 
to memorial service design could engage user in the mourning experience and enable 
them to sense the connection with the deceased.

Guideline 4: The design keeps a connection between the bereaved and the 

deceased. Through research in MySpace—a platform which in part is also used to 
remember the deceased—Brubaker (2011) discovers that grievers try to maintain a 
connection with the deceased by writing their common memories, posting updates of 
their current life, or leaving comments.

Guideline 5: The user possesses full control on the privacy. In my survey ‘Study 
about digital memorialising’ (Dai, 2018), twelve people mentioned that they had 
written stories about the deceased. Two out of ten liked the idea of sharing with 
everyone on the internet, while the rest would prefer to keep it private or to only 
share with close family and friends. As people have different preferences regarding 
privacy settings, we should provide private and public options to users when creating 
memorial services. According to the expert interviews, Finns are more reserved 
compared with people from the USA and other European countries, so they would 
like to have full control regarding who they share this information with.

Service workflow
In Figure 14, the grieving process is mapped out. The sections highlighted in grey 
relate to memorialising and interacting among family and friends and are the parts 
that a digital memorial service can address. Based on the journey, the guidelines, and 
the questions mentioned in the previous chapter, I created a workflow for the digital 
memorial service (Figure 15). The workflow takes the questions and guidelines into 
account and provides certain answers to the questions.

Memories collection, connections maintenance, and death-related 

information arrangement 

The aim of the workflow is threefold: to gather memories of the deceased from friends 
and family, maintain a connection with the deceased, and gather information related 
to funerals and funeral agencies. Firstly, to gather memories of the deceased, there are 
a few touchpoints that enable friends and family to visit the memorial. For instance, 
every invitation letter includes a link to the memorial. After invitees receive the 
invitation but are not able to participate in the funeral, the system prompts them to 
send a condolence letter that will later be displayed in the memorial. In addition to the 
touchpoints mentioned above, an invitation to visit the memorial can be sent any time 
they wish. Moreover, the bereaved who do not receive an invitation can search the 

Figure 14: Mapping the journey based on Niemi’s description, information from Memorial (Memoriahautaus. 
com 2018), Ikuisuus.fi (Ikuisuus.fi 2018) and Finnish law (Finlex.fi 2018)
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memorial and request to contribute to it. Secondly, in order to maintain a connection 
between the deceased and the bereaved, visitors can not only post their memories with 
the deceased, but also light a candle and leave a message to mourn the deceased. Lastly, 
to provide users with information related to funerals, death, and bereavement, the 
system offers users a checklist of things that need to be taken care of and information 
about funeral agencies. The checklist is interactive for the logged in user, and they can 
check items that have been performed in order to monitor their progress.

Easy-to-use features

The system provides several easy-to-use features. For example, a registration is only 
required after a user finishes creating a memorial page. In this way, the user can 
preview what kind of product they will acquire before they register and provide their 
personal information, further encouraging them to experience the service. In addition, 
if a user would like to search for a deceased person, they can enter the year and/or the 
name of the deceased. If visitors do not remember the exact year of death, they can 
simple insert a range of years. Moreover, for the first-time user, the system provides 
an on-boarding tour, which quickly introduces the main functions through tooltips, 
such as inviting friends, adding administrators, sharing memories, and lighting 
candles. In a similar fashion, the system prompts the creators of the memorial to send 
funeral invitations when it notices the funeral has not yet taken place, as well as thank 
you letters for after the funeral.

Personalisation and properly representating the deceased

The service offers a customisation possibility when users create memorial pages, 
invitations, and thank you letters. For example, the service provides various options 
regarding the theme and background image selection. The options provides different 
colours and tones such as sunflowers, a Finnish forest, or the ocean. In addition, if 
users are not satisfied with the existing options, they can also upload a photo of their 
own choosing.

Inappropriate content prevention

In order to prevent inappropriate input, the system requires users to register before 
posting any comments or photos. The quickest way to register is through a link to 
Google and Facebook. While making the design easy to use, this step reduces the 
chance of using a fake identity to post inappropriate content. If inappropriate content 
still appears despite this registration mechanism, users can report the person leaving 
inappropriate information, and the administrators of the memorial can block them 
from leaving comments and uploading memories.
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Privacy control

Users need to choose if a memorial is private or public when they create it. As 
mentioned in previous chapters, Finns are especially concerned about their privacy, 
and some of them are not willing to share memories and emotions outside of family 
members. Therefore, they need a feature to create a memorial that is visible to certain 
people but not to the public.

Acceptable payment method

This service provides a free trial for the first 15 days. If a user would like to continue 
using the memorial and other service after that, a one-time payment of around 85 € 
is required. This free trial allows users to experience the service before agreeing to a 
further commitment that, to some extent, can reduce their anxiety.

Recap ofthe feature definition

Here I have already gathered information from expert interviews, benchmarks, 
and understanding the Finnish mourning process and culture. Based on this 
understanding, design guidelines and a service workflow are created to provide 
constraints and guidance for creating the concept. When concepting Finnish digital 
memorialisation, three additional features need to be considered so that the service is 
more meaningful and approachable for the grievers.

Digital and physical gap connection

As mentioned in the first chapter, there is a gap between digital and physical 
mourning practices (Chaudhari et al. 2016, p. 399; Petrelli et al. 2008, p. 60). Petrelli 
(ibid.) suggests that many digital memorials concentrate on presenting photos. 
However, photos and pictorial artwork are not the main choice as mementos, 
implying that more digital technologies should be explored besides pictorial. Attempts 
have been made to explore different digital technologies to bridge the gap: for 
instance, Nunes (2008) created a system to share family pictures easily and intuitively 
by linking the photos with related physical memorabilia.

Similarly, Frohlich & Fennell (2006) created audiophotographs which connects a 
physical object with an audio story.

Two concepts that are provided in the following section aim at bridging the gap with 
web technologies, which is widely used globally (Internetworldstats.com 2018) and in 

Finland (Tarkoma 2016). The first concept, New Memo Planting, bridges the gap by 
connecting the real weather and season from the virtual world to the real world. The 
second concept, the Memo Museum, provides a virtual reality (VR) experience in a 
private museum that can transport users to different locations and provide them with 
a feeling of physical attendance.

Family history and story documentation

Studies reveals that people possess a strong desire to be remembered by loved ones 
and to remember their family history. In regards to being remembered, Reilly (2014) 
discovers that one of the most common wish from dying people is to be remembered 
by loved ones forever. Similarly, the movie Coco (2017) suggests that the real death 
of a person is when they are not remembered by anyone alive. In regard to remember 
family history, Jensen & Shanahan (2010, p. 1901) reveal there is an increasing 
trend of discovering family history as the internet becomes ubiquitous. The reason 
for preserving a family history is to develop a core identity, as well as to connect to 
ancestors and future generations (Coleman 2014; Ancestry.com, n.d.). For this reason, 
the concepts provided in the coming section include documenting family stories and 
providing an easy way of storytelling.

Cultural context consideration

As different mourning patterns exist in different cultures (Stroebe & Schut 1998; 
Lalande & Bonanno 2006), Finnish mourning culture will be considered in many ways 
within the framework of my concepts. Firstly, we should utilise nature as a theme or 
as important elements based on Finns’ passion for nature. Secondly, we should respect 
their tradition of publishing an obituary: users should be able to create an obituary in 
the service.
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A tree as a key element

A tree is a good element for the digital memorial design, not only because it relates to 
nature, but also because it represents relationships between people. For instance, we 
use a family tree to represent the relationship among our family members. In a family 
tree, parents are shown as the bigger branches, while children are smaller branches 
that grow as offshoots. In addition, a tree as an object is used as a connection between 
a griever and a deceased person. For example, Gui—a Chinese author from the Ming 
dynasty—lost his wife. When he saw the loquat tree that was planted by his wife the 
same year she passed away, he could not help but miss her. The comparison of the 
flourishing tree and the dead wife increased the feeling of sadness in the poem (吴 & 
石, 2014). The loquat tree therefore represents a strong connection between Gui and 
his wife.

Concept one: New Memo Planting Visual identity

The main colour for the concept is black, white, and grey alongside natural colours 
like green and yellow. However, users can adjust the background and tree type to 
customise the colour and the theme (Figure 17). The choice to use a combination of 
monochrome colours and natural colours as default is because the former colours 
create a solemn atmosphere, while the natural colours are appreciated by the Finns. In 
order to respect the individual need and ensure the character of the deceased is fully 
depicted, the users can replace the background with their selected pictures and choose 
their own tree type.

Personalised multimedia storytelling

In New Memo Planting, the memories of the deceased can be in multimedia formats, 
and the memories are generated into a unique tree shape (Figure 16). The multimedia 
formats, including audio, poems, videos, static pictures, and animated GIF, are 
arranged in the memo tree according to when the memories take place. As the 
dynamic nature of people’s memory content and memory accumulate, each memo tree 
is shaped uniquely.

Service provider

The service provider of New Memo Planting could be a church because of two reasons. 
One of the reasons is that Finland is a Christian dominant country, with around 73% 
of Finns being Christians (En.wikipedia.org, 2018). In addition, by law, the cemeteries 
are maintained by the Evangelical Lutheran Church and the Orthodox Church (Finlex.
fi, 2018). The other reason is that churches retain the habit of recording church 
members in parish registers, of interest to some Finns for the purpose of determining 
their ancestors. The design of Memo Planting could record the information of the 
Finns and serve as a digital substitute for the parish registers.

A removal of the digital and physical gap

The tree and theme will change according to weather and season of the cemetery 
area of the deceased. The purpose of the weather change is to connect the virtual and 
digital world. For example, the ones who cannout not visit the cemetery in person 
can hear the sound of the rain or watch the sun in the cemetery, thus connecting 
them to the physical memorial and providing a sense of presence. In addition, the 
changing of the sound, the colour of rain, the sun, the moon, and the wind can raise 
a user’s awareness of time and space. Moreover, in special events or holidays, the 
memorial page background can change accordingly. For instance, at All Saints’ Day, 
the background could be thousands of candles in a forest, since Finns have the custom 

Figure 16: First visual concept for New Memo 
Planting. The visuals are developed based on Memo 
Planting. The main colour is blue and pink. Users 
can see corresponding stories by hovering over tree 
leaves.
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of placing candles in cemeteries to remember their loved ones on this day; whereas at 
Midsummer, the background could be a bonfire, in keeping with the Finnish tradition 
of lighting bonfires and enjoying summertime with families.

There are a few existing web tools that can support generating a unique tree and 
changing the website design according to the weather and time. A memo tree can be 
generated by P5.js (McCarthy, n.d.), which is a JavaScript library aimed at making 
code accessible for designers, artists, and other creators. Some diagrams generate 
randomised branches and leaves that can serve as suitable foundations for a memo tree 
(Herrmann, 2018; Openprocessing.org, 2018). In addition, P5.js library also enables 
wind effect (Heyns, 2017). In order to change the website appearance according to the 
weather, Javascript can gather data from open application programming interfaces 
(APIs) such as weather API (ProgrammableWeb, n.d.) and turn the data into a visual 
design through CSS or P5.js (Coyier, 2008).

Connection between the bereaved and the deceased

Figure 17: Concept for Memo Planting using real nature elements.

In this service, users can also light a candle and place it under the tree to show their 
presence and respect. This feature aims at connecting the deceased and the grievers. 
After placing the candles, the grievers can leave a message for the deceased about how 
they feel. The candles will last for 30 days, imitating the real candles but lasting for a 
longer period.

Family story and history documentation

In addition to the tree view, user can also switch to a list view. In a list view, the stories 
of the deceased or memory will be displayed chronologically. This view is to provide a 
better view for the users who would like to read through the memories, as this view is 
easier to read than the tree view.

In New Memo Planting, users can create a family graveyard where they can gather all 
the life stories of the departed family members in one place. In a physical graveyard, 
family members often wish to be buried in close proximity to each other—the 
reason for building formal family burials (Haverinen, 2014). Similarly, the digital 
family graveyard builds a strong bond between family members and enables the next 
generations to learn about their ancestors’ life stories.
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Developed concept one: New Memo Planting

Figure 18: Homepage (New Memo Planting)

1. Homepage 

In the homepage, users can ‘Create a 
new memorial’, ‘Visit a memorial’, and 
‘Send funeral invitations’. To provide 
an intuitive image about what kind of 
service we provide, we display examples 
of a memo page and an invitation in the 
homepage.

Figure 19: Search page (New Memo Planting)

2. Search page

By clicking ‘Visit a memorial’ button, users 
can search for the memo pages of the 
deceased by his/her name and death year.

Figure 20: Create a new memorial (New Memo Planting)

3. Create a new memorial

If users wish to create a memo page, they 
can create the page by a few steps—selecting 
trappings for the obituary, entering the 
information of the deceased and funeral, 
choosing a tree type and background, and finally 
confirming privacy settings.

In the tree type, some common Finnish trees are 
included in the selections such as birch, pine, and 
spruce (Borealforest. org, n.d.). For instance, a 
birch tree is used as a pattern in Helsinki airport 
(Finavia.fi, 2016). In addition, its leaves and 
branches are used in traditional Finnish sauna 
(En.wikipedia.org, 2014) and is a strong symbol 
representing Finnish culture. Therefore, the 
birch pattern is also used in New Memo Planting 
theme besides the tree pattern selection.

A preview of a memo tree or obituary is 
presented on the right side to support a user’s 
decision making.

Figure 21: Tree view of a memo page (New Memo 

Planting)

4. Tree view of a memo page

After creating a memorial, a memo tree will be 
generated. The height of the tree is based on 
the life length of the deceased, while the shape 
is defined by the amount of memories.

In this view, a user can explore the stories of 
the deceased, light a candle to express their 
grief, and leave a memory in format of audio, 
poems, videos, static pictures, and animated 
GIFs.

If a user logs in, the header shows the name 
and profile picture of the user in the upper 
right corner.

The user can add administrators via the add 
icon or share the memorial page via the share 
icon.

The present function in the header is for 
showing only the content related to the story 
and hiding other information, such as the 
header and buttons.
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Figure 22: List view of a memo 

page (New Memo Planting)

5. List view of a memo 

page

The list view concentrates 
on the story of the 
deceased. They are 
arranged chronologically.

Figure 23: My Memos (New Memo Planting)

6. My Memos

My Memos, a family graveyard that 
gathers the information of the departed 
ones, has two different views. In the 
first view, the deceased are presented in 
a tree shape and arranged from left to 
right according to their year of death. 
In the second one, a family tree enables 
users to explore their family members 
and ancestors. When hovering on the 
information of the family members, 
it shows more information of their 
occupations, personalities, and origins.

Figure 25: Condolence view of a memo page (New 

Memo Planting)

8. Condolence view of a memo page

The condolence section displays condolence 
cards from friends and family that can be 
read and shared during the funeral. When 
the family send out the funeral invitations, 
the invitees will reply if they can participate 
or not. If not, the system will recommend 
that they send a digital condolence card. The 
condolence cards will then be stored in the 
condolence page.

Figure 24: Create a funeral invitation (New Memo 

Planting)

7. Create a funeral invitation

If the user wishes to create a funeral 
invitation, they can create it in three steps: 
entering invitation text, selecting a visual 
style, and choosing invitees from a list of 
friends.

The preview of the invitation shows on the 
right side.
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Figure 26: Blog (New Memo Planting)

9. Blog

In the Blog section, a check list and journey 
map outlining what people should do 
after loved ones pass away is provided. 
Additionally, the journey map includes 
sending funeral invitations and creating 
a memo page that they can create in New 
Memo Planting service. In addition, the 
blog section also provides suggestion 
detailing how to recover and gain support 
from friends and family.

Figure 27: Funeral checklist (New Memo Planting)

10. Funeral checklist

In the checklist, it will suggest reliable funeral homes 
and funeral service providers, as well as comparing 
their prices, services, and locations.

A museum as a key element

It was a snowy day in March 2018 when I visited Sinebrychoff art museum. On 
the first floor of the museum, there were paintings from Venice. I walked close to 
the paintings, and my memory from last autumn in Venice kept appearing. It was 
15 minutes before the museum would close, and the exhibition room was empty. 
Everything is so quiet and peaceful. In that moment, I came up with the idea—the 
Memo Museum. Today, only celebrities have their own museums or exhibitions; 
however, the data we generate from our daily lives is often enough to create a 
museum. If everyone could have their own personal museum, the next generations 
could learn about their family history and their ancestors in person.

The Memo Museum imitates the real museum (Figure 28). Firstly, the museum 
displays photos, videos, audio, and stories of the deceased. Visual files such as photos 
and videos are displayed next to a voice message or text information, therefore helping 
users to understand the story better (Wall et al., 2018; Eliëns, 2007). Secondly, the user 

Figure 28: Overview of the Memo Museum concept

Concept two: The Memo Museum
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can create one or multiple exhibition rooms, and the design for four walls of the room 
can be selected from the templates (Figure 29).

Figure 29: Wall templates

Personalised multimedia storytelling

The templates are designed for different uses (Figure 29). For instance, the 
introduction wall includes a photo, an obituary, and a brief introduction of the 
deceased that provides a brief introduction of the deceased. The story wall 1 can be 
used for collecting the video and audio footage of the speeches from the funeral, 
whereas the story wall 2 can be used for the life story of the deceased and displayed 
according to the year or topics, working similarly to a family FM radio (Petrelli et 
al., 2010), location, or related people. The travel visualisation wall is designed for the 
ones who travel or move frequently in their lives. For the deceased that leave a great 
amount of digital photos and videos, picture wall and combined video wall can display 
the items accordingly. Additionally, visitors can leave their condolences on the wall. 
These messages will stay on the wall indefinitely, whereas the message left with a 
candle will only last for 30 days. Moreover, users can also select a window instead of a 
wall, from where they can see the view outside.

Connection between the bereaved and the deceased

Outside of the museum space, there is a yard for people who would like to mourn an 
event, accident, or other subject. The yard is a Finnish forest that meets the Finnish 
need of being close to nature. In nature, users are able to light candles and leave 
messages wherever they wish (Figure 28).

Service provider

The service provider for the Memo Museum could be a well-known museum in 
Finland such as Ateneum. Firstly, the Memo Museum concept connects closely with 
museum. Secondly, Ateneum was founded in 1887, thus providing a reputation of 
reliability and trustworthiness. Lastly, Ateneum could provide not only the personal 
museums in the VR world, but also possibly their ongoing exhibitions. For example, 
Google Art & Culture guides users to visit online museums by utilising Google Street 
View technology (Artsandculture.google.com, 2018).

A removal of the digital and physical gap

A user can use the service either from a website or from a VR device (such as a 
combination of a mobile phone, cardboard glasses, and headphones). The web view 
is a 360 degree photographic view that users interact with by hovering, clicking, and 
horizontal scrolling (Figure 30). Hovering is for viewing detailed information about 
who uploaded the picture and when; clicking is for adding new comments, turning on 
the sound of the video or entering another exhibition room; horizontal scrolling is for 
navigating the four walls in one room (Damiano, 2013). The VR view of the museum 
is a 3D space in which users can interact by looking at the menus, which include 
entering the other room, or playing a video or audio clip. The website view is less 
troublesome, while the VR view is an effective tool for storytelling, as it involves the 
users in the story and places the story around the users (Rubio-Tamayo et al., 2017), 
bridging the gap between digital and physical world.

Figure 30: Interaction for the Memo Museum
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Technologies are available to recreate the visual and sound experience from the 
physical world on a web service. In order to create a natural sound effect, head-
related transfer function (HRTF) technology can be used in the VR scene (Spagnol 
et al., 2013; Geronazzo et al., 2011). HRTF can imitate how sound is perceived from 
a certain location in space, therefore creating a sense of reality. Recently, Google 
published a spatial audio software development kit (SDK) called Resonance Audio 
(Google, 2017) and a spatial audio API (Google Developers, 2018) that supports 3D 
sound effects on both mobile and desktop. With this technology, the sound of wind, 
birds from the yard, and the videos and audio in the museum can be represented 
properly, therefore enhancing the user experience. For implementing the VR visual, 
both WebVR (WebVR Rocks, n.d.) and React (Facebook. github.io, 2014) support 
platforms such as mobile and desktop.

Visual identity

The main colour of this design is white, black, light blue, and light pink. The light blue 
is a natural colour in a museum, and pink is therefore a counterbalance to neutralise 
the cool feeling provided by the light blue.

The logo of the Memo Museum includes a few meanings. Firstly, the pattern is a 
3D space that denotes the Memo Museum: a 3D museum different from the other 
memorials. Secondly, the room includes two doors that signify the Memo Museum 
connecting the deceased to the bereaved. Lastly, the room is shaped like an ‘M’, the 
first letter of the Memo Museum.

Developed concept two: the Memo Museum

Figure 32: Choose template(the Memo Museum)

2. Choose template

In order to create a new memo museum, 
users need to select templates for the four 
walls.

Figure 31: Homepage (the Memo Museum)

1. Homepage

The main CTA in the home screen is ‘Create 
a memo museum’, ‘Visit a memo museum’, 
and ‘Light a candle’. ‘Send funeral invitations’ 
is not included in the home screen, because 
the VR way of preserving and displaying 
digital heritage is so outstanding in this 
concept that the invitation function would 
be just a minor function.

By scrolling down, the website explains what 
can be done in this website and displays an 
example that users can interact with.
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Figure 33: Customise the walls (the Memo Museum)

3. Customise the walls

Users need to fill in related information for the 
selected walls.

For instance, in the introduction wall, a user 
needs to add the information of the deceased 
(such as name, year of birth, year of death, basic 
information, cemetery location, etc.).

Figure 34: Choose theme and select privacy settings (the 

Memo Museum)

4. Choose theme and select privacy settings

Users can choose the design from different 
nature themes (such as spring, summer, sea, 
forest, etc.).

There are two options for privacy settings: 
private, whereby only invitees can see this 
memo museum; and public, whereby every 
login user can visit and contribute to this memo 
museum.

Figure 35: Register (the Memo Museum)

5. Register

In order to prevent inappropriate content, 
registration is required before releasing a memo 
museum.

Figure 36: Finish (the Memo Museum) 

6. Finish

After registering, the museum is ready for users 
to visit. The user can create a new room for the 
museum according to their needs.
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Figure 38: Search (the Memo Museum)

8. Search

By clicking ‘Visit a memo museum’, users arrive 
at a map of Finland. The search bar suggests 
users ‘search a memo museum by name/death 
year/ cemetery location’. After searching, users 
can view the museum information on the right 
side.

If the museum is private, the system suggests 
users send a ‘request for visiting’. If it is public, 
users can visit the memo museum directly.

Figure 39: My Memos (the Memo Museum)

9. My Memos

My Memos serves as a family graveyard. The first design emphasis the cemetery location and 
provide a quick overview of the family’s geographic history. The second design displays the family 
members chronologically, where users can scroll to go through the time tunnel and visit their 
ancestor’s memo museum.

Figure 37: Light a candle (the Memo Museum)

7. Light a candle

By clicking ‘Light a candle’, users arrive to the 
yard. By clicking on the candle icon, users are 
able to light a candle, leave a message, and place 
it anywhere in the picture.

The season and the duration of sunshine in the 
yard changes according to the physical world.
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Evaluating

5

On a sunny Friday morning, I present my thesis concepts to five colleagues with a 
technology background (Nurmela et al., 2018). They are from Russia, Brazil, and 
the Netherlands, with the remaining two being Finnish. I ask them to evaluate the 
concepts from one to five on the estimated difficulty level of technical implementation 
(one being difficult and five being easy), as well as the estimated acceptance level of 
the concept in their own cultural background (one being unacceptable, five being 
acceptable). The technical implementation in New Memo Planting refers to generating 
a tree and background changing according to the season, whereas in the Memo 
Museum this refers to generating a VR view on a mobile. For the acceptable level, 
their opinions vary on the concepts. Even two the Finnish colleagues (Nurmela and 
Mäki) have different preferences based on their experiences and instinct. Nurmela 

Figure 40: Digital memorialising workshop

Table 2: Score for technical feasibility (top) and cultural appropriateness (bottom)
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prefers the Memo Museum because: 

The tree is a growing thing. But for Finnish, lily of the valley—a beautiful and poisonous 

flower—represents death. It should not be a growing tree . . . In Finland, we love to 

remember the old days. I would wonder what my ancestors have done, their wedding 

pictures, and what occurred during their lifetime. In a funeral, there are speeches from 

family that can be included in the museum. (Nurmela, 2018)

However, Mäki prefers New Memo Planting because ‘tree show how the footprint 
goes. The museum to me is a public space. I feel that it is not private enough.’

Inspired by this workshop, I create a survey called ‘Evaluation on digital memorial 
concepts for Finnish culture’, where I create a video to briefly introduce my two 
concepts and ask Finns to rate and comment on them. After one week, I receive 28 
replies. In general, most respondents think that the service would be accepted in 
Finnish culture, but that the New Memo Planting concept is more acceptable (Table 3) 
and interesting (Table 4) compared with the Memo Museum.

Table 4: How interested would you be to use this kind of service?

Table 3: How acceptable would the service be used in Finnish culture?

Overall, respondents think both concepts are quite acceptable: 71.4% regard New 
Memo Planting is acceptable in Finnish culture, while 60.7% find the Memo Museum 
acceptable. While asking how interested they would be in using the service, 28.6% 
are interested in New Memo Planting, whereas 14.3% express interests in the Memo 
Museum.

Amongst the respondents against the concept, some of them simply do not care about 

visiting cemeteries, some worry about the privacy of personal information, and some 
prefer physical cemeteries and slideshows. For the Memo Museum concept, people 
worry that it would be difficult to build.

Some respondents rate higher for New Memo Planting compared with that of the 
Memo Museum because the tree seems easy to build. However, there are people 
strongly against this idea: as one respondent put it, ‘somehow it seems more gamified, 
which is not as appropriate’. Some also prefer the Memo Museum because of ‘the static 
nature’, a point that is similar to what Nurmela mentions in the workshop.

On the contrary, several people appreciate Memo Planting because of the tree and its 
dynamic nature.

This is more interesting than the other one in my opinion, as it is not so static—there’s a 

reason to come back at times. (Online survey, 16th April 2018)

Interesting concept. I see a potential backlash for those who have left not that many 

contacts behind and the tree would be regretfully small. (Online survey, 16th April 2018)

I think the service transforms a sad event of somebody dying to a visually beautiful and 

pleasant memory with social aspect of other people able to put candles. (Online survey, 

16th April 2018)

Around the same number of respondents agree and disagree to using VR view: some 
people are not sure about it before trying it on, while other respondents who think 
that VR makes sense claim it is because it creates personal experiences from their 
home and causes the experience to be ‘more impactful’.

VR would allow everyone to get their own personal experience in remembering lost 

ones, imagine that you could choose the space and setting where you want to honor the 

past ones, a church, a buddhist monastery, native American tent, whatever that fits your 

religion or world view. In other words, something that would make it as magical as life 

really is and distinct from “real life” memorial. (Online survey, 16th April 2018)

Users could experience the museum from their home. Or if at they would use VR at the 

cemetery, they would be transported into a private space through the VR. (Online survey, 

16th April 2018)

One could experience moments far more real with their passed loved ones than just by 

looking at videos or pictures. (Online survey, 16th April 2018)

Some respondents are against VR, as they think that using VR for memorialising is too 
difficult or truly ridiculous. Some state that not everyone possesses the VR equipment, 
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or that ‘tear drops might damage the equipment’. Some regard the regular web service 
as enough.

If you want to mourn, go to the grave/memorial place and connect with the nature. This 

is ridiculous. (Online survey, 16th April 2018)

Not that many people have VR device/google cardboard. (Online survey, 16th April 

2018)

VR requires too much effort and tear drops can damage equipment. (Online survey, 16th 

April 2018)

People who are more in touch with these kind of issues tend to be older. It is good enough 

if they can use a computer let alone understand VR stuff. (Online survey, 16th April 

2018)

Some also think that it depends on what kind of content will be displayed in the VR 
world.

Table 5: Does it make sense to have a mobile VR view using Google cardboard glasses for the Memo Museum?

Without seeing the difference it is hard to say. (Online survey, 16th April 2018)

I’m not sure if VR adds value or just text and photos/voice memos would be enough. 

(Online survey, 16th April 2018)

Looking at the candles yes, otherwise not. (Online survey, 16th April 2018)

According to the result, the New Memo Planting concept is more acceptable and 
interesting for Finns, which can be elaborated on by the following reasons:

1. Privacy is important even in the choice of the visual element: for example, some 
Finns do not like the Memo Museum because they regard museums as public 
spaces.

2. Interviewees want an easy-to-build website. For instance, some interviewees 
prefer New Memo Planting because it looks simpler and easier to build. 
Therefore, the digital mourning should be easy-to-use.

3. In New Memo Planting, the design provides a variety of plants to choose 
from in order to allow for people to hold different symbols and associations 
surrounding different types of plants.

4. The dynamic nature of the trees is accepted by most people (more than 70%), 
and 28.6% people are interested in the concept. The concept can be developed 
further and further evaluated with stakeholders and users at a later time.
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Reflections, conclusions and direction 
for further development

6

Reflections

Virtual mourning has increased over the last few years, as it brings people together 
and helps them to heal (Haverinen, 2014). In addition, there is an increasing trend 
of documenting family history (Jensen & Shanahan, 2010, p. 1901). Many studies 
explore how technology can enhance the memorial experience and better organise 
the digital items (such as pictures) relating to the deceased (Chaudhari et al., 2016; 
Kim et al., 2011; Fuentes et al., 2016). Even though digital mourning practices have 
increased during past decade (Haverinen, 2016), Chaudhari et al. (2016) suggest that 
‘there is a gap between traditional material memorialisation practices and digital 
practices of memorialising and honouring a deceased loved one’. In my study, I 
concentrated on Finnish culture and created a concept of digital memorials aimed 
at bridging the digital and physical gap, while at the same time documenting the life 
stories of the deceased by utilising web technologies for Finns. I documented the 
design process, evaluation methodology, and the final concept. The end result is a 
selected digital memorialisation concept based on the mourning culture of Finland. 
The methodologies used include literatures studies, online surveys, and in-depth 
interviews.

Two online surveys—‘Study about digital memorialising’ (Dai, 2018) and ‘Feedback 
on digital memorial concepts for Finnish culture’ (Dai, 2018)—were created during 
the study. The former aimed at understanding how users write and share stories 
about their departed loved ones. The study scope was not limited to Finnish culture 
when I distributed the first survey, as the replies collected (n=109) came from people 
of different cultural backgrounds. The results showed that the stories between the 
deceased and the respondents were important. However, the results from the Finns 
could not be completely separated from all respondents, due to the anonymised 
nature of the survey. The second survey evaluated two digital memorial concepts. 
The original plan was to conduct between five and ten face-to-face interviews with 
Finns who had experiences with grieving. However, considering some people might 
not be comfortable sharing their personal experiences and opinions in person, I 
decided to create the feedback survey. This survey turned out to be an effective way 
for evaluation and comparison. Because people could comment anonymously, they 
expressed their feeling surrounding the concepts honestly and rated them accordingly. 
The limitation was that only 28 Finns replied to the survey. If there had been more 
respondents, the results could have been more reliable. In addition, some of the 
respondents said that they did not care about mourning, claiming that it had never 
affected them. If we had limited the survey only to people with mourning experiences, 
the results might have been more valuable, although it would have also been even 
harder to gather responses. Another downfall is that some respondents have little to 
no understanding of not able to connect the technology—namely VR—to the concept. 
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Therefore, the selection they chose might exclude some parts of the concept.

There were five in-depth interviews I conducted during this study. One, intended 
to map the journey of the bereaved, was with a 63-year-old Finnish female. The 
remaining four were interviews with designers who had interviewed end users or 
who had worked on some other Finnish digital memorial concepts. From the five 
interviews, I gathered key insights, obstacles, and lessons learned in their projects. 
I also gained additional information on Finnish mourning culture. In addition, the 
designers also talked openly about things that should be paid special attention to when 
build a Finnish memorialisation concept. The cultural interview with the Finnish 
woman might not represent all Finnish, as the grieving process differs from individual 
preference, religion, or location within Finland. Nevertheless, this interview still 
provides a general picture of how the Finnish grieving process might look like. 
Moreover, the insights from the experts helped to build up the big pictures of 
Finnish mourning culture. In conclusion, the interviews provided me with sufficient 
information about Finnish culture as well as user insights on how to prepare for the 
concept design.

Based on the interviews, Finnish mourning culture is often different from those of 
the other Nordic countries, and perhaps from those in the rest of the world. There are 
four main features in Finnish mourning culture: 

1. Finns prefer to keep death far away and grieve inwardly, therefore many of 
them lack death-related information beforehand.

2. Finns have a tradition of publishing obituaries in newspapers.
3. Finns love nature and regard it a suitable theme for death.
4. the trend of mourning culture in Finland is becoming more open due to of 

social media sites.

The user insights from interviews and literatures studies were condensed into seven 
questions and five guidelines. The guidelines provided constraints for designing 
the digital memorial concept, whereas the questions listed different queries from 
the perspective of service, technology, and users in order to take the questions into 
consideration while developing the concept.

The crystallised questions are: 
1. How can the service mechanism prevent inappropriate content? 
2. How can memories be gathered from known or unknown friends and families 

of the deceased to create a whole picture of his/her life? 
3. Can the design provide death-related information and an online service? 
4. What kind of payment models can be comfortably accepted by the users? 
5. Who is the service provider? 

6. How can storytelling be included in an easy way? 
7. Who create memorials: the deceased themselves or their family members?

The design guidelines are: 
1. The design should be personalised and represent the deceased properly. 
2. The design should be easy to use. 
3. The design engages the users by emphasising time and space. 
4. The design keeps a connection between the bereaved and the deceased. 
5. The user possesses full control of the privacy.

Based on the questions and guidelines, I generated two concepts: New Memo Planting 
and the Memo Museum. The former generates a dynamic tree that visualises the life 
stories and family memories of the deceased, whereas the latter creates an intimate 
experience in a personal museum that exhibits the life story and memories of the 
deceased. The concepts were distributed online to evaluate how well they were 
accepted and what interest they raised. The Feedback survey shows that the Finnish 
respondents are more accepting of and interested in the New Memo Planting concept.

The design process included expert interviews for understanding the culture and user 
surveys to evaluate the concepts. In addition, I researched online information from 
Finnish funeral services, Finnish legislation, and Finnish digital memorials in order 
to delve further into the culture. Then, with the understanding gained through the 
interviews and research, I identified the cultural differences between Finland and other 
countries, which then guided my building of the concepts. This design methodology 
could be used more broadly for other design concepts that are affected heavily by 
national culture.

Direction for future development

For future development, several directions can be taken into consideration. Firstly, 
the concept could be evaluated with end users and stakeholders. Secondly, the business 
viability of the concept needs to be considered if it is to be launched in the market. 
Thirdly, building on the technical (feasibility) evaluation conducted in this study in 
the group workshop, a technical assessment to determine more exactly the time and 
resources needed should be carried out. Lastly, to avoid limiting the study to current 
technologies and thus risking quick obsolescence, many forward-looking technologies 
could be integrated into the concept—such as AI (artificial intelligence), tactile sensors, 
and VR—when they have been further developed and their use has become more 
widespread. For example, the photos in the digital memorial could be arranged, as 
they currently are in iOS apps, according to person, location, or time. Future digital 
memorials could include videos that are automatically generated from the photos and 
audio. This function would save the user the trouble of having to arrange photos of the 
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deceased by time or location manually.

Conclusions

There are three goals I tried to achieve in the beginning of the thesis, namely: 
1. Documenting the life stories of the deceased.
2. Bridging digital and physical gaps by web technologies.
3. Taking culture into consideration.

Regarding the documentation of life stories, both concepts provide unique ways that 
utilise multimedia to document the life stories of the deceased. For instance, New 
Memo Planting provides a visual mechanism whereby users can choose their prefer 
pattern for documenting their loved ones’ life stories, subsequently transforming a 
sad event into beautiful memories. In the Memo Museum, the 3D and VR means of 
visiting the stories bring in new perspectives of experience to Finnish digital memorial 
design.

For bridging digital and physical gaps by web technologies, the Memo Museum 
performs better, since VR can bring a seemingly real environment to the users. 
Despite the VR technology not yet being widely is use, my concept provides a 
foundation that web service could utilise in order to help VR bridge the gap between 
digital and physical environments, as well as enriching the memorialising experience.

In terms of taking culture into consideration, the Memo Planting concept is more 
acceptable and interesting to the Finns according to my studies. During the research, 
i realised that nature represents one of the most important facets of Finnish culture. 
Therefore, I used the image of trees in the design, thus reminding people of Finnish 
nature and the footprint of their life. The museum design can associate people 
with their past experience and life stories: it reminds some Finns of the childhood 
experience of their parents bringing them to visit museums. However, it also 
considered a public space and therefore does not fulfil the privacy requirement.

Overall, the two concepts bring new perspectives to Finnish digital memorial design. 
For instance, New Memo Museum brings a beautiful way of visualising stories, while 
the Memo Museum provides a concept to cooperate with VR technology (and thus 
providing a personal experience and privacy to the grievers).

During the research, I gathered information from a personal level (i.e. expert 
interviews) to an environmental level (i.e. the law), and discussed existing 
benchmarks. Different levels of research built a bigger picture of Finnish mourning 
culture for me, supporting the later generating of the two concepts covered in this 
thesis.

To address the massive amount of information from the researches, I clarified different 
questions and guidelines that should be considered in the design. The questions 
and guidelines provided key insights from all the resources, showing me what was 
missing from the concepts. I recommend this method to designers working on a 
comprehensive concept, especially those who are designing for an unfamiliar culture.

With this work, I have sought to provide a digital memorial concept based on Finnish 
culture, as well as striving to document a design process that takes the uniqueness of 
Finnish culture into account. Because of the diversity of the mourning culture and the 
development of technology, many related topics could be studied further in different 
cultures and with the latest technologies.
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